TOY # 048

NAME: Balancing Moon

PIECES: 19 (including case)

AGE: 4 years +

LEVEL: Preschool Kinder

PRICE: $14.99

MANUFACTURER: Jocus

LINK: https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=267445%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: -hard case -wood ½ moon -one colour die
  -3 blue blocks -3 purple blocks -3 yellow blocks
  -1 orange block -3 red blocks -3 green blocks

CHILDREN AND PLAY: For this game you need steady hands and the luck of the die. This balancing game will help children improve their fine motor skills. There are different sizes of blocks for the children to hold, and placing the blocks on the balancing moon will take steady hands.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Fine Motor:
  -pincer grasp
  -manual dexterity
Social Development:
  -turn taking
  -team skills
Language:
  -expressive and receptive

CARE: As a courtesy to others, please return toy clean and intact.
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